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MANTRA workshop at FFG in Vienna Tuesday 10 September 2019
Morning Session on Impact to Policy Goals
1. Risto’s short overall presentation
- Presentation attached as Annex_1_Risto
- objective and structure of the project
- progress so far and next steps
2. Walter’s logistics for lunch
- something for every taste…
3. Marieke: Simulating traffic flow efficiency with highway autopilot
- Presentation attached as Annex_2_Marieke
- the main question is whether the simulation results are as expected
- highway autopilot, including highway convoy
- on-ramps, off-ramps, weaving sections of most interest
- CoEXist project parameters re-used in MANTRA
o D2.5 Microsimulation guide for automated vehicles
o little speed variety
o time headway 0.6 sec
o high number of observed/interacting vehicles
o penetration 0 - 100%
o flow/capacity ratio 0.55 - 0.80
- exercise #1: drawing a graph on expected simulation results
o travel time vs. penetration rate
o see the drawn graphs at the end of this document
o General comments:
 How is the priority at the weaving section modelled? This is different among
the different European countries. In the simulation model, no priority rules
(e.g. first merging, then diverging) are modelled.
 The weaving section might result in several shockwaves due to AVs merging in
with a small distance.
 With lower penetration rates the travel time increases, but then starts to
decrease
 Participants assume a constant decrease, but not necessarily linear
- exercise #2:
o two figures for ex. #1 -> which one is correct - and why
o See the results at the end of this document.
o Comments
 The green figure only shows benefit at 80% penetration rate - which would
take long time with the current vehicle renewal rate. As a road operator, the
“blue” graph is desired.
 Possibly, there is a need for time headway distributions instead of a fixed
value.
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What cooperative strategies are used? What can an AV “see”?
Please also run the model without connectivity enabled (i.e. using the other
three driving logics as specified by the CoEXist project), such that these
differences can be compared.
 The ramp lengths are relatively short (minimum design lengths taken). For
example, in Ireland the taper lanes are usually 1 – 1.4 km. However, the
simulation results between 300m and 600m are relatively small. It is expected
that simulating longer taper lanes does not have any effect – unless new
merging strategies are added.
VISSIM parameters in weaving sections have been calibrated with the real-traffic aerial
observations (helicopter)
o Would this behavior be similar in other countries? It is assumed that there are large
differences in driving behavior per country, or even within a country (i.e. rural vs
urban). The current aerial observations were made in the Netherlands. In other
countries, no such data has been found. To precisely predict the impact of AVs, it is
recommended to study the behavior of manual driven vehicles per country in more
detail.
o L3 pilot could provide some data in calibrating the response of manual vehicles to
autonomous vehicles.
o People move to the left lane to give space for merging vehicles coming from the right.
How can this be modelled in the microsimulation software?



-

4. Oliver’s presentation: automated trucks
- Presentation attached as Annex 3 Oliver
- only trucks’ automation added to the current situation
- CACC plug-in of AIMSUM
- automated coupling within selected range (200 m tried out)
- length of the platoon?
o 3 vehicles - otherwise too long for other traffic and too short for the benefits
o impacts on bridges? According to Oliver, indications on earlier studies that it should not
be a major problem. There are problematic bridges, however
o time of the day - the length could be longer in the nighttime?
o -> Leeds to try both 3 and 4
- question: what does a truck do in the weaving section?
- question: in which lane is the platoon? most on the slowest lane (=UK/left). It could also be the
middle lane (if three lanes/direction) as that would not cause problems for entering vehicles at
intersections
- penetration 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100%
- KPIs -> check Oliver’s slide
5. Marieke: Communication of safety trailers on the road
- Scenario: a safety trailer drives at 15 km/h on the right lane, blocking the road. The speed
limit is 80 km/h. AVs are warned 500m ahead of the maintenance work and are advised to
select the left lane in advance. This results in AVs early shifting to the left road, whereas
manual driven vehicles get stuck behind the safety trailer driving at low speeds.
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-

-

In different countries, this situation will or will not exist in reality. Usually, a moving trailer
(e.g. on the shoulder) warns people to already shift lanes in advance. In this case, what
would be the difference between an AV and a manual vehicle? --> possibly not much.
To overcome the problem of vehicles not being able to merge in, a strategy where AVs are
urged to have larger vehicle gaps might help.
You might want to take a look at the C-ITS Road works warning projects.

Afternoon Sessions on impact of automated driving to infrastructure
6. Sandra’s brief intro presentation to the afternoon session
- Presentation attached as Annex 4 Sandra&Risto
- Overview of project work related to infrastructure, intermediate results, remaining work in
the project and workshop objectives for the afternoon
- Risto’s introduction to the ODD part
7. Guest presentation by Pauli Kolisoja on impact of heavy trucks and truck platooning on road
structures
- Presentation attached as Annex_5_Pauli
8. Further workshop to proceed in 2 streams:
- Workshop Stream 1: Operational Design Domains
o Evolution of ODD features on different road categories
o Estimated costs and responsibilities
- Workshop Stream 2: Impact to infrastructure by automated trucks
o Single Automated Truck Scenarios and their impacts on infrastructure assets
o Truck platooning impact on infrastructure assets
Workshop Stream 1: Operational Design Domains
Motorways:
Minimum risk maneuver:
-

-

need to define minimum risk conditions/maneuver as it is not likely just stopping at the side of
the lanes
how often/dense safe harbours?
what is the difference between the manually driven and automated vehicles and safe harbor
needs?
o failure causing the stop in manually driven, but end of ODD for several automated
vehicles
o beside exit ramps as one option (safe manoeuvre then proceeding at slow speed there)
hard shoulder running vs. safe harbours
ODD definition needs to include the decision of it is ok to stop on the hard shoulder or not?
human drivers still as a back up until L5
vehicles need to know where the safe harbours are, starting with the currently existing safe
parking spaces - really basic to start with
requirements to OEM’s -> what are the MRMs in practice on different roads
also communication to the road operator immediately if the vehicle needs to stop on its lane
how to handle variety of incidents
o digital hard shoulder
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o

also including accidents and what happened

Road markings:
-

-

indication that the road markings are not needed for at least some AVs within a couple of years
at the moment “as good as human drivers”
HD-maps needed
o including also e.g. road works
o utilize work being carried out in DIRIZON
with some support safety can already be improved, mixed traffic will be reality for quite a long
time
national differences currently, harmonization needed
digital white lines - would harmonization be easier than harmonization of physical white lines?
case of no paintings - could the road be used more dynamically if no physical road markings
o a big remaining issue if there is a need to have a barrier between the carriageways?
“paintings” or other ways for the vehicles to know the lateral position - to add elements below
the surface to keep it there even when re-paving - could be quite costly
depending heavily on the positioning solution(s) used by the AV
enhanced maintenance vs. defect reports and reporting of missing markings from the OEMs to
the road operators
is there a discussion between OEMs and road/tunnel operators?
e.g. how dense should a “landmark” network be? for accurate positioning (from 1 m to
hundreds m)
hacking and communication, digital markings much more risky with regard to hacking than
physical markings -> how to optimize?
traffic signs: machine readable or as a part of digital map
camera recognition of traffic signs -> cross referencing with the dynamic map is a must if the
speed is limited based on the speed limits
sensor fusion is needed
2030 hybrid approach - 2040 digital approach (for the motorway table overall)
ISAD = infra support for automated driving
when vehicles pass a road section, they can also bring in intelligence and information to that
section or from that section
communication - add word: “hotspots”
LR, SR - use full words in the report

Roads covered:
-

2030:
o Core TEN-T perhaps?
o is it only capacity to look at - congested as of today, or potential congestion due to
automated vehicles, safety… how to select?
 avoid the most congested sections in the beginning to avoid making the
situation worse
o digital maps - where to start? Need to serve all the OEMs
o ODD needs to be defined and communicated
o important also to plan a roadmap/detailed steps what to implement and when
 e.g. Lidar-maps
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are OEMs accepting data from external sources?
 they are responsible of their own products
o maintenance of digital maps is the tricky and costly element, not the first deployment
when is the traffic policy allowing L4 vehicles on European motorways?
o if done before 2030, the homologation will be there and the core TEN-T would be a
natural target for 2030 – if done later, 2030 would be up to different NRAs
discussion with the industry of having the common goals (what to improve) and also the plan
when
o

-

-

Who has the responsibility -table
-

-

HD maps - starting from static maps towards more dynamic ones - and enabling possibility for
different operators to add information into the maps
o 2D but with a lot of layers and attributes, need for standardisation
o digital twin? -> related to layers, who produces what; but can mean other things, too
o maintenance, asset management….
o potholes and digital maps?
 could OEM’s collect the date of these? -> seems not, without charging for it
o what if AV needs to pay if they stop on the shoulder or another safe harbor
Lidars
o a value chain. Dirizon will handle this part
mainly agreed with the other items in the table

Conclusion
Risto thanks the participants for their contributions, and notes that while unfortunately many of the tables
foreseen for handling were left untouched, the results for the ones handled were of very high value
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Workshop Stream 2: Impact to infrastructure by automated trucks
-

-

-

-

-

-

The key results of this workshop part are summarized in the tables attached as Annex_6_Trucks
The operation of automated trucks as individual trucks or in platoons is expected to have the
most relevant impact on infrastructure of the selected MANTRA use cases. Therefore the
workshop focused on trucks.
Initially the selected scenarios of automated trucks have been discussed. It has been agreed
that not only currently allowed trucks are relevant but also longer and heavier vehicles as
automated trucks shall be assessed due to their impact as already shown in Paulis presentation
The following scenarios are the basis for the impact assessment:

During the first part of the session the impact of single automated trucks to the various
infrastructure assets has been discussed.
During the second part of the session the impact of automated truck platoons to the various
infrastructure assets has been discussed.
The discussions proved very valuable showing that indeed impact is to be expected by the
operation of automated trucks. However, some of the assumptions could be reduced as they
are rather ODD requirements (like visibility of road marking) rather than results of the impact
by the operation of the automated vehicles. NRAs highlighted once again that they cannot be
held liable for certain condition requirements of road markings or road signs.
In terms of impact due to the operation it also became that a kind of an evolution is to be
expected with increasing automation. e.g. for Level 2 platoons guard rail would likely require
strengthening and therefore will only be possible on certain routes. However Level 4 platoons
(with tire pressure monitoring systems) should not require the passive protection of guard rails.
It also became evident that enforcement will play a more important role in the future and that
automated enforcement (e.g. truck start disabling in case of higher loads)
Concluding after a very fruitful discussion Sandra and Walter thanked the participants for their
valuable inputs and active discussion.
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Informal complementary minutes / notes on what key participants raised during the two sessions
on automated freight transport
-

-

-

-

-

-

Input Netherlands: heavy trucks ODDs geographically restricted. E.g. not in the northern part of
the Netherlands, bridges. Rather possible between Rotterdam and Antwerp.
Input Austria: there is significant harbor-related traffic between Trieste and Austrian industrial
areas.
The dynamics of vehicles carrying liquids are also an issue.
Discussion on overloaded trucks: General problem with overloaded trucks in terms of
enforcement. WiM (weigh in motion) systems are used throughout the ASFINAG network as
well as in the Netherlands, however accuracy is still not good enough to be legally accurate
enough for enforcement.t Participants agree that the actual weight is generally higher than
legal. Therefore the impact from certain forms of truck automation might be smaller compared
to the actual baseline. Same holds true for following distances. "the reference is worse than we
think". It is agreed that it is crucial to define the right baseline in terms of weight and following
distance of current trucks in order to make realistic comparisons with future automated trucks
In the Netherlands there is an ongoing research study on actual following distances with trucks
in the Netherlands
Trucks and bridges: Common standards not sensible as there are different standards for
structural bridge design in relation to heavy trucks in different countries.
In England there are highway intersections with roundabouts, which is a specific additional
challenge for longer trucks and platoons.
In addition to acceleration lanes and ramps also parking lots and rest areas are potentially not
adequately equipped for longer vehicles.. HCVs (high capacity vehicles) will require extra
parking lots, extra service stations, new service station designs, similar to on ramps.
In snowy regions in particular steep highways in combination with snowy conditions are a
challenge for trucks nowadays and will be even more for HCVs
Whether or not cross winds- which will have even higher effects on HCVs – are an ODD
responsibility of road operators has been discussed. Regulations are different throughout
Europe: While Austria and the Netherlands just warn truck drivers, UK road operators are
responsible to close entire roads in case of too strong cross winds and are therefore also liable.
It has been agreed that scenario 4 (Truck platoon with 3 HCVs with a following distance of 5 to
10 meters in level 4 mode) is neither a realistic nor necessary scenario for deployment
throughout all roads/motorways of Europe. Rather this will be useful on selected high capacity
freight routes (ports, transit routes), where HCV platoons might even get a dedicated lane.
The discussion on speed limit differences for automated trucks and manual trucks resulted in a
common understanding that differences in speed limits will only decrease traffic flow and
should therefore be the same for all trucks or even all vehicles (e.g. in Tokyo all vehicles have
the same speed limit 80km/h)
Issues with current free-flow tolling systems and enforcement via cameras: Cannot cope with
really short following distances. (probably less than 10 meters)
Discussion on guard rails: will automated platoons be granted lower safety levels in order to
maintain shorter following distances as they are assumed to be less likely to have an accident?
Main reasons for trucks ending up in guard rails today are that drivers fall asleep or
spontaneous flat tires. The issue of tired drivers can be eliminated in a highly automated truck
scenario. In case of tires ODD for higher automation levels would request sensors checking the
tire pressure
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Attachment: results of workshop Traffic Flow efficiency, Marieke van der Tuin
Drawing graphs
Category “First getting worse, then better” (later on variant “green”)
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Category “Constantly getting better or equal” (variant “blue”)
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Category “Other”
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Comments written on the “green” variant
























V. We assume automated but not fully connected vehicles. The reaction time of manual drivers is
much higher than AV. Mixed traffic (AV/non-AV) also slows down AVs.
V. There is no interaction between human beings and AVs. People are not used to behaviour of
AVs. AVs will drive very carefully to avoid accidents.
V. “Conservative” behaviour of AVs concerning headways and speeds.
V. Mixed traffic (AV/non AV) will decrease travel time because of different speed levels and
different distances between the vehicles. Same drivers might be and act nervous in this mixed
traffic situation
V. Yes, if we assume ACC but no CACC.
V. Assuming that all vehicles are connected/cooperative, I think the reduction in travel time will
only take place when AV penetration rate is about 60%. This is my instinct - don’t know exactly
why!
V. I am definitely not an expert on this topic, but.. introduction of a new technology always means a
transition period when the old and new technologies merge. When the penetration is high,
technology always works better than human drivers.
V. At low penetration rates, through-going traffic will suffer from more shockwaves due to cautious
AVs and aggressive/surprised human drivers. Merging AVs might have a problem entering at the
start as they are probably not able to assess lane shifting vehicles from lane 2 and higher (vehicles
making more lane shifts at the weaving section). How predictable will the behaviour of AVs be for
human road users?
V. This graph is more reasonable! All knowing driving logic from the start does not seem possible. I
assume a gradual introduction of ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System) to start with, followed
by different generations of AVs that are differently careful. The all knowing driving logic requires
well established standards, adopted/implemented by all brands within the car manufacturers.
Additionally, culture results in different distances between vehicles.
V. Reaction time AV, unpredicted braking.
V. This is plausible if the AVs are more cautious and the interaction between AVs and manually
driven are not working in an efficient manner, but that’s difficult to simulate.
X. This shows no benefit until 80% which would take more than ten years.
X. Not logical to have AV go faster than limit of 120 km/h.
X. Cooperative merging is key. What will be the strategy? A headway fixed at 0.6 sec is very
optimistic! We need negotiation of intended movements. The impact depends on penetration
rates.
X. Through-going traffic does not take longer. Maybe because of shorter gaps of AVs, decrease of
speed necessary.
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Comments written on the “blue” variant
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V. Benefits still look low on this graph. I hope this one is correct.
V. After 80% penetration, the travel time decreases because interactions go online instead of
offline.
V. Could happen if regulations (minimum headway) change.
V. Yes, if CACC is enabled.
V. If the headways of AVs are shorter, then this is the logical output.
V. AVs have shorter vehicle gaps. It is necessary to have cooperative merging/diverging.

X. Due to mixed traffic, only after testing. Giving priority is ok, but only works if fully cooperated.
Only 100% AV?
X. Too optimistic assumptions for AV behaviour.
X. Unexpected manoeuvres by human drivers for AV.
X. Driving behaviour (headway < 0.6 sec). Assertiveness.
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